masterclass
for any
young lads
outthere…
1 Knocking in the bat handle
Former Warwickshire all-rounder and Wasted? author
Paul Smith suggests a method for getting more
value for your shots. But there is a downside…

the batting doctor
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what Ravi Bopara can teach you
In hitting 108 at Durham, Ravi Bopara
became the first Englishman to hit three
centuries in successive Tests for 19 years.
He’s now the hot favourite to take the No 3
spot for the Ashes. So, writes SPIN Batting
Doctor Gary Palmer, what makes Bopara’s
game so strong – and are there any areas in
which he could improve?
I’ve been researching batting technique
for over 20 years and I now think I can get it
down to three things. Gary Palmer’s ABC of
batting, if you like: Alignment; Balance; and
Completion of shot. These are the three key
technical areas that all great players,
especially attacking stroke players do well.
Alignment and balance, from your
backswing through to completion of your
shot, with an exaggerated high leading
elbow are all paramount to maximising your
hitting zone.The higher the class of bowler
you face the better and more efficient your
technique needs to be to combat that bowler.
Once you have your ABCs in order and your
technique is correct then the most important
attribute a player needs to succeed atTest
level is the mental side of the game.
Ravi Bopara demonstrates all these
attributes and this is why I think he will be
continue to be successful at Test level. Ravi
is on the record as saying that Sachin
Tendulkar is his hero and role model. You
can see it in his game: Ravi plays off his
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legs with the same technique as Tendulkar;
he has picked the right player to copy.
Ravi’s well-polished technique offers
very few flaws for even a world class bowler
to exploit. SPIN readers, in turn, could do a
lot worse than watch Bopara’s technique
very closely – and then copy it.

Ravi’s technical strengths
1 Simple backswing over off stump
2 Good stance with leading shoulder
slightly open (initial good alignment )
3 Plays well in the V and maintains a high
leading elbow after his shots.
4 Presents a full face of the bat at the ball
whenever possible
5 Plays straight whenever possible.
6 Good diamond shape formed by the
forearms during backswing
7G
 ood positioning and alignment of feet
when playing front-foot drives – his back
foot points up the wicket when driving
straight and through mid-on, giving him
good access to the ball.
8 Plays well through mid-on, looking to hit
the ball straighter down the ground rather
than square of the wicket.
9 He plays spin well: he looks to make
contact with the ball after it has turned, at
the point where it is under his eyes. He
has good balance and is well aligned,
allowing for the spin, and able to hit the

ball cleanly. Bopara’s back foot points
straight back up the wicket when playing
the spinners straight and through mid-on
thus giving him good balance, alignment
and access to the ball.
10 He looks to make contact with the ball
forward of his front foot which gets his
head and weight forward. As a result, he
leans into his shots. If the ball turns or
swings he can get at it as his pad is not
in the way.

Sold defence
Ravi’s proficient technique allows him to
play attacking shots with minimum risk of
failure. This will give him confidence and
belief to achieve challenging run chases
with minimal nerves because he knows the
percentages are in his favour.
Watching Bopara bat you notice that he
is composed, highly focused and has very
positive body language. He looks at ease
facing all different types of bowlers. He
looks confident and relaxed at the crease.
Bopara keeps it simple and plays the
percentages with a very good technique;
he gets into great positions; he makes
batting look easy.
One of the most impressive things about
him is that he is obviously keen to learn, to
work on his game and tweak his technique.
Top golfers do this: Tiger Woods and Nick

Faldo have not been above remodelling
their swing in the constant striving for
perfection. Cricketers are less keen to do
so, which I regard as a mistake.
There is little that Bopara needs to
change dramatically within his technique. If
anything, he could look at that little trigger
that he uses in T20 which is to back away
with the back foot before he plays forward.
The only positive for this movement is that
it opens up a wider scoring area on the
offside. However, if the ball swings or nips
back into him then he is closed off and he
will have to play across the line – a high risk
option that also minimises his scoring
areas on the leg side.
Interestingly, having studied the footage
of his two Test centuries in the recent series
with the West Indies, I think this was an
issue in the first Test but by the second,
Ravi seemed to have corrected it.
The constant aim to work on perfecting
his technique is a fine example to any young
player – and a lesson to any older players
who may be happy to slip into complacency.
Gary Palmer has been batting coach to
many county and international players
and has helped a series of young
players to win pro contracts . For info
on courses and one-to-one coaching:
www.ccmacademy.co.uk

How many times have you seen a batsman given out because
the umpire has heard an edge? Often, I suspect. And how many
times have you heard a commentator say the batsman must
have nicked it as there can be no other reason for the noise?
Well, it’s not always so simple.
I once had a fascinating conversation about knocking-in bats
with former Australian captain Ian Chappell. He enlightened me
to a new approach, which involved holding the bat by the blade
and striking a brick wall with the handle. The aim was to break up
the glue in the handle and erode any stiffness in the bat.
Chappell said he felt he made the bat handle whippier and helped
him gain better value for his shots.
It seemed to make sense and I experimented with the method
with some success. The extra manoeuvrability was beneficial
and I felt I could time my shots better. But there can be
drawbacks. Just occasionally the bat makes a small clicking
noise as the wood moves ever so slightly in the handle or splice.
I once paid the price for this in a big game. Chasing 321 to
win the 1993 NatWest Trophy final against Sussex, I had about 60
and felt in great touch when Franklyn Stephenson returned to
bowl down the hill. His first ball was remarkably fast and beat
me for pace and bounce. I missed it by six inches. But as I played
the shot, I heard my bat click and all the Sussex fielders went up
in appeal and the umpire, Merv Kitchen, gave me out.
So was it worth it? Perhaps not, but it does underline how
essential it is to feel
comfortable with your
bat. That was a lesson
I had learned the hard
way. One evening in
1989, the Warwickshire
side lost all their bats
after a thief broke into
the dressing rooms at
Trent Bridge. Some
were later found on
the banks of the
River Trent, but I lost
the blade I’d used
in the 1989 NatWest
final victory over
Middlesex. It was a
beauty, too. I hope
someone in
league cricket in
the Nottingham
area is making good
use of it.
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